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An electro-dynamic Magnetic Levitation vehicular system has been

modelled and studied. In practice, a MagLev vehicle will consist of a

number of cars which are mechanically coupled to each other. It is

reasonable to assume that each of these cars will be independently

controlled with the help of a supervisory controller. This thesis deals

with the control aspects of one such car.

The car is equipped with two control magnets one at the front end

and the other at the rear end. The currents in these magnets can be

varied to provide levitation and pitch-axis control. The rotational

aspects of the vehicle about the yaw and roll axes is neglected here.

The car has also a horizontal thrust producing mechanism, the

dynamics of which has been neglected.



A controller has been devised using frequency domain analysis. It is

shown that the vehicle Can be controlled effectively to meet nominal

ride specifications. These specifications are derived both from the

point of practical implementation of the vehicle and from the need to

ensure good ride quality.

The controller needs to be robust in its operation. This thesis shows

that a simple controller configuration is enough to maintain

satisfactory operation for a variety of operating conditions. It is also

shown that in the event of a disrupted magnet circuit, normal

operation can be restored with a backup set, without having to stop

the vehicle or endanger its occupants.

This study is entirely conceptual and no attempt has been made to

practically implement the system. It should also be noted that a

reasonable choice was made for the parameters of the model, that

compares closely to data from existing MagLev systems.
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NOTATION

E MATRIX

a. Matrices are represented by upper-case letters without

subscripts. e.g. X, A etc.

b. Elements of a matrix are represented by lower-case

letters, with numbered subscripts representing the
position of the element in the matrix. e.g. a12 is the

element in the first row and second column of matrix A.

2. FORCES AND MODEL PARAMETERS

a. All variables that are scalar and un-subscripted are

represented in lower-case letters.

b. All subscripted variables that do not form elements of a

matrix or vector are denoted by upper-case letters with

lower-case letters for subscripts.

3. DERIVATIVES

The first and second derivatives of a scalar variable or a

matrix are represented in standard form, i.e. with a

single or a double dot respectively. e.g. A, a etc.



4. ANGLES

All angles are measured positive in an anti-clockwise

direction and are shown in radians unless otherwise

specified.

5 . OPERATING POINT

All variables that characterize the operating point are

represented by the appropriate symbol subscripted with
a' o'. e.g. Xo .



SYMBOL

L1

L2

D1

D2

La

NOMENCLATURE

DEFINITION

Levitation force acting on magnetl.

Levitation force acting on magnet 2.

Drag force acting on magnet 1.

Drag force acting on magnet 2.

Aerodynamic Lift force assumed to act

at center of pressure Cp.

Da Aerodynamic Drag force assumed to act

at center of pressure Cp.

Th

g

Horizontal thrust applied to the vehicle

and assumed to act at the geometric

center of the vehicle.

Acceleration due to gravity.



M Mass of the vehicle .

Mp ( Mvar )

E

Mass of only the passengers ( variable).

Distance of center of passenger mass

from the geometric center,

measured positive to the right .

Distance of center of pressure from

the geometric center, measured

positive to the left.

d Distance of center of either magnet

from the geometric center.

Izz

Iz

Moment of inertia of the vehicle (and

passengers) around the geometric

center.

Moment of inertia of the vehicle (and

passengers) around the actual center

of mass.



a Length of the superconducting coil in

the direction of its forward motion.

b Width of the superconducting coil.

c Length of the vehicle base.

e

1-io

Width of the vehicle base.

Permeability of air.

(5 Conductivity of the guideway (Al).

CIO Aerodynamic lift factor.

Cd0 Aerodynamic Drag factor.

me Pitch angle damping factor.

Cme Angular velocity damping factor.

P Density of air.

v Velocity of the vehicle.



h Levitation height of the vehicle.

0 Angular displacement of the vehicle

around the pitch axis.

ii

i2,

C.P.

Current in magnet 1.

Current in magnet 2.

Center of pressure where the resultant

of the aerodynamic forces acts.

G.C. Geometric center of the vehicle.

C.M. Actual center of mass( including both

vehicle and passengers).

C.Mp. Point at which the resultant force due to

the passenger mass alone acts.

Cm Distance of actual center of mass from

the geometric center.



A method for Controlling and Stabilizing the Pitch-Axis

Dynamics of a Magnetically Levitated train,

CHAPTER1

BACKGROUND

The technologies of magnetic suspension and linear drives have

matured to the stage where low speed shuttle and urban transit

systems are now operational. High speed systems have reached

prototype test and evaluation.

A vehicle may be suspended magnetically either by means of the

attractive force between vehicle-borne iron core electromagnets and

ferromagnetic rails (Fig 1.1a), or by means of the repulsive force

generated between super-conducting magnets carried by the vehicle

and a conducting guideway over which it moves (Fig 1.1b). The

former is referred to as Electro-magnetic suspension and the latter as

Electro-dynamic suspension.

This study deals only with Electro-dynamic suspension systems. One

advantage of this system is that the use of large electro-magnetic

fields permits levitation with an unusually large airgap.
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Fig 1.1: a. Electro-Magnetic Suspension b. Electro-Dynamic Suspension

ELECTRO-DYNAMIC SUSPENSION (EDS)

In the EDS system, the vehicle carries powerful DC superconducting

magnets maintained in a cryogenic environment (close to 40 K ) for

levitation, guidance and propulsion. The superconducting coils

provide a magnetic field which penetrate guideway conductors, in

the form of either discrete short circuited coils or continuous strips.

Levitation is produced by the interaction between the magnets and

eddy currents induced in the guideway conductors by forward

motion of the vehicle. A prototype vehicle developed by Japanese

National Railways (JNR) is shown in Fig 1.2 [9].

Fig 1.2: A prototype MagLev train
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A visualization of the field pattern produced by a superconducting

magnet moving at different speeds over a conducting strip can be

obtained through finite element analysis. The field pattern is shown

in Fig 1.3 at zero, low, intermediate and high speeds [9]. The

compression of the field in the airgap acts as a magnetic spring or

cushion.
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Fig 1.3: Field pattern and the force vector acting on a super-

conducting magnet moving over a conducting strip.
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There is no lift force at zero speed and consequently, the vehicle has

to be supported on wheels at standstill. As the vehicle speed

increases, the lift force increases. The vehicle must achieve a

minimum forward speed to generate levitation, above which its

wheels may be retracted. For a magnet at constant height, the lift

force first increases rapidly as a function of speed, then levels off,

approaching the image force at high speeds. The image force is the

force between the coil and its image in the guideway. There is also a

drag force on the magnet due to the joule losses in the guideway. The

drag force goes through a peak at low speeds and drops off

continuously at higher speeds. The relatively low magnetic drag at

high speeds allows this suspension to function efficiently. Typical lift

and drag forces acting on the magnets are shown in Fig 1.4 as a

function of the horizontal velocity of the train [9].

FORCE .
mow.

. m ...I. IMIM

LIFT

.......
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.1%. ...Ns

...es ..... ......

SPEED

Fig 1.4 : Magnetic Lift and Drag forces in electro-dynamic suspension
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Magnetic levitation of high speed vehicles was first proposed as early

as in 1912 by Batchelot who designed a system for transporting mail

at high speeds. In 1963, Powell suggested the use of super

conducting magnets with low power losses to make high speed

ground transportation practical. Since then, numerous theories and

models have been proposed by a number of researchers.

Almost all early papers on magnetic levitation (MagLev) dealt with

the levitation forces rather than with the dynamics of the vehicle.

Later, researchers began . to consider the stability of the suspension

as well. Various authors have discovered instabilities in the system

under different conditions of operation. More recently, Donald Chu

and Francis Moon of Cornell University reported divergence and

flutter instabilities in an electro-dynamic MagLev vehicle [6].

Most reports that the author has seen on EDS have discussed passive

damping of the suspension for a stable ride. Although active control

of the vehicle dynamics has been previously proposed [2], the author

has not seen its implementation in any of the reports that he has

read.

The author's interest in this system originated with renewed interest

in magnetic levitation due to the recent advances made in the

production of super conducting materials. The production of super

conductors at higher temperatures, though in its infancy, makes this

form of high speed ground transportation, an attractive idea.
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The MagLev train is also an interesting control problem because of

its non-linear dynamical characteristics. In its simplest form, It is a

multivariable system and poses a considerable challenge to the

control engineer.

The aim of this thesis is to study the dynamics of a Mag Lev vehicle

in three dimensions and to control its vertical, horizontal and pitch-

axis motions. The rotation about the yaw and roll axes cannot be

controlled with the scheme considered in this study and are

consequently neglected.

The stategy of control is to vary the currents in the magnets that

are carried by the vehicle, for the purposes of levitation and thrust.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

1. Modelling of the system

The model used for the vehicle is three dimensional. There are two

magnets on the floor of the vehicle, one at the rear and the other at

the front. These magnets are placed symmetrically with respect to

the vehicle center and provide levitation as shown in Fig 1.5. There is

a separate set of magnets for propulsion(not shown in the figure).

The currents in the levitation magnets control the vertical motion

and also the pitch rotation while currents in the propulsion magnets

control the horizontal thrust.
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Fig 1.5 Schematic of the MagLev model under study
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It should be noted that this is only one of the many configurations

possible for placing the magnets and no attempt has been made to

find the optimal arrangement.

2. Control Objective
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Fig 1.6: Control objective
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The objective is to control the vehicle motion from start-up to

cruising speed in a safe and comfortable trajectory and to keep the

vehicle moving at cruising conditions in a stable manner as shown in

Fig 1.6.

The specifications for the controller are as follows:

a. It has been experimentally determined that a vertical

acceleration of more than 0.25g is unacceptable to passenger travel

in a levitation-based transportation system [11]. The maximum

vertical acceleration allowed is therefore taken to be 0.25 g.

b. The maximum overshoot to a step command in the levitation

height should be less than 5% . It is desirable to have no oscillations

in the direction of vehicle motion.

c. A lot of high performance engines are capable of accelerating a

light vehicle ( 5000 kg) to 100 mph in 5 sec. This translates to about

9 m/s2. The horizontal acceleration for the train is therefore fixed to

be between 10 -17 m/s2 .

d. The nominal height at which the train levitates is 0.45 m. At

this height, for a 8 m long vehicle, the pitch angle has to be less than

tan-1(0.45/4) if the ends of the train are not to hit the ground. This

is about 0.112 rad or 6.418 0. The rotation about the pitch axis is

therefore constrained to be less than 6 0 at steady state to ensure

maximum safety and good ride quality. ( It is shown later that the
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pitch rotation never exceeds 1.5 ° in any of the cases that have been

studied.)

MODEL ASSUMPTIONS

1. It is assumed that the currents in the super conducting

magnets can be varied continuously. This is a distinct possibility with

the switching technology that is available today. An alternative to

this is to have superconducting magnets for carrying the operating

currents, and to have ordinary magnets for carrying the control

currents for deviations from the operating state.

A super-conductor is inherently a perfect diamagnetic. This implies

that once the current in a super-conducting magnet is raised to the

desired value, and the super-conducting loop is closed, it cannot be

affected by an external field. This justifies the choice of magnet

currents as inputs rather than state variables.

2. The propulsion magnets are placed in such a way as to

minimise their effect on the levitation magnets. This assumption is

reasonable if all the magnets used in the vehicle are super-

conducting. If there are ordinary magnets in the vehicle, they will

have to be shielded effectively to prevent direct coupling between

magnets.

3. Transverse forces act on the magnets because of the finite

width of the guideway. This tends to push the magnets off the track.
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Therefore, the guideway is assumed to have a large width compared

to the magnet width, and consequently, these forces can be

neglected.

4. The conducting guideway is taken to be a continuous

Aluminium sheet, 0.6 inches thick. This acts as a "thin" plate over

most of the speed range of the vehicle and eliminates the need for

skin-depth considerations.

5. The vehicle is supported on wheels at standstill. The frictional

force between its wheels and the ground before the vehicle actually

levitates has not been taken into account here.
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CHAPTER 2

DERIVATION OF THE MODEL

A prototype model of a new MagLev train as proposed by Japanese

National Railways( JNR) is shown in Fig 2.1.
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Fig 2.1: A schematic of the prototype MagLev train being developed
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Fig 2.2 shows a simplified model showing the location of the magnets

and the location of the various forces acting on the vehicle. The

complete force diagram is shown in Fig 2.3.

Fig 2.3 : Complete force vector diagram of the MagLev vehicle model

under study

L1 and L2 are the magnetic lift forces acting on magnets 1 and 2

respectively.

D1 and D2 are the magnetic drag forces acting on magnets 1 and 2

respectively.
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L a and Da are the resultant aerodynamic lift and aerodynamic drag

forces respectively on the vehicle.

C.P. is the center of pressure where the resultant of the aerodynamic

forces acts.

Th is the thrust delivered to the vehicle by the propulsion magnet.

This thrust is assumed to be largely in the horizontal direction. The

point of application is taken to be the geometric center.

G.C. is the geometric center of the vehicle.

M is the fixed vehicle mass and is assumed to be uniformly

distributed on the vehicle. This assumption is necessary in order to

obtain a simple expression for the moment of inertia of the vehicle.

Mp is the variable passenger mass .

C.M.
P

is the point at which the resultant force due to the variable

passenger mass acts.

C.M. is the actual center of mass (including both vehicle and

passengers).

7 is the distance between the geometric center and the center of

mass of the passengers. It is considered positive to the right of G.C. .
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E is the distance between the geometric center and the center of

pressure. It is considered positive to the left of G.C. .

The length of the vehicle is 2c and the width 2e.

d is the distance of the magnet center from the geometric center.

The magnet coil is rectangular and is of length 2a and width 2b.

The actual center of mass is located at a distance of 'Cm' from the

geometric center and is .given by

MPCm =C -r
m

a_

M
,

+Mp

The vertical (z-axis) moment of inertia around the geometric center

'Izz' is given by

Iz = ( M/3)(c2 +e2) + Mp y2

Assuming small angles of rotation, the equations of motion are

Forces =0

Th (Di +D2) Da = (M +Mp)kcm

La+(Li + L2) - (M+Mp) g = (M +Mp) .17c



Taking vertical moments about the actual center of mass,

Moments =0

L2 (d-Cm ) -L1 (d +Cm) - Mp g(y -Cm ) +

Mg(Cm) - La (e + Cm) = rzz e +q Cmo 6 + q Cmee

where

15

Izz' is the moment of inertia around the actual center of mass and

is given by

Izz' =izz (Cm)2 (M +Mp)

q Cme and a c
me

0 are aerodynamic rotational damping factors .

q is the dynamic pressure and is given by

q =0.5 P v2

in which

P is the density of air, and

v is the horizontal velocity of the vehicle.

The aerodynamic lift and drag forces are given by

= q As Cie



an d Da = q As Cdo
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q is dependent on atmospheric conditions and As, C18, Cme , Cdo and

cne are dependent on the aerodynamic shape and structure of the

vehicle.

X , Y and 9 are the horizontal distance, vertical height and angle of

rotation about the z axis respectively.

For a magnet of dimensions 2a x 2b, moving over a thin plate ( Al

conductor) with velocity v, at a height h above it, and carrying a coil

current ' i ', the magnetic lift and drag forces are given by [1]

3L .F.I
1

I v2 J.q,02 t21

L

1
4 )

2 LD
a t x2

where t is the thickness of the guideway conductor and a its

conductivity.

go is the permeability of free space.

Fi is the image force of the magnet coil in the guideway and is given

on the following page.
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Fl
P-O

1/2 1/2 1/2.
(a2+h2) (b2 +h2) 2h -{(a2+b2+h2)

1/2 h2

h2

j 2 2
) a +h

h )1/21
{(a2+h2+h21 (b2

h2)
h

2

The nominal values for the various parameters are listed in Fig 2.4 in

MKS units.

2a =2m 2b =lm 2c = 8m 2d= 4m

L
2m

2e= 2m =0.124966 kg sec2m-4

M =2500 kg M =0 to 2500 kg

7 = -4 to 4 m

t =0.015 m

go =47E *10-7 H/m

E = 1.5 m

4m

2m

a =0.357 * 108 (0m)-1

Fig 2.4: Nominal Parameters of the vehicle under study

8m
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STATE EQUATIONS

The state variables are defined in Fig 2.5.

x1 is the horizontal distance covered.

x2 is the horizontal velocity.

x3 is the vertical levitation height.

x4 is the climb rate.

x5 is the pitch axis rotation.

x6 is the angular velocity of rotation.

Fig 2.5: Defining the State Variables in the model

The dynamical equations derived earlier can be represented in

state-variable form as

r X2

-(D, +D2) -D,

M+M,

N

X 1 1-.+(L1 +11)
M+Mp g

X6

f... -C.) -1.1(d +C.) -Mps(i -C.) +Mg(C..) -1,(e +C.) is x3 -qce x61

4.
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The aerodynamic lift and drag forces and the magnetic lift and drag

forces are listed below in terms of the state variables.

q

La

Da

=0.5 P x22

= q A C10 X5

= q As Cdo

L. F.J.1 ill x2 402t21)3 jI

L

D. 2 L
PD t x2

Li and Di are the forces due to the current Ij flowing in magnet j,

j = 1 , 2.

The image force is given by

Fl

2

X X3j

2 2)1/2 I 2 2
1/2 /2 h2

a +x3i + b +X3i - 2X3) -{(112+b2+x3i2) 1/2 (a2+x3j2)I

+h2

2 )1/2
2

2 2{(a2+b2+x312 )1/2 - 2
15 +



The subscript i can take values 1 and 2. x31 and x32 are given b y

and

X31 = x3 ( d + Cm) x5

X32 = x3 + ( d -Cm)x5

20
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CHAPTER 3

STUDY OF THE NON -LINEAR MODEL

NON-LINEARITY AND STABILITY

The model chosen to characterise the MagLev System is inherently

non-linear with respect to both its inputs and state variables. The

magnetic lift and drag forces are both non - linear functions of the

height above the ground at which the train levitates and the

horizontal velocity of motion. A typical variation of the magnetic lift

force is plotted in Fig 3.1 as a function of velocity.

z

Velocity (m/s)

Fig 3.1: Magnetic Lift force as a function of velocity
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Fig 3.2 is a plot of the magnetic drag force acting on a magnet moving

at constant height above the guideway, as a function of velocity.

1200

.
1000 -

800 -
N

600 -

400 -

200 -

0

Magnet dimensions:
2m by lm
Levitation height:
constant at 0.45m
Th=40000 N, i1 =i2=105 A

0
I r

50 100 1 5 0 200

Velocity (m/s)

Fig 3.2: Magnetic drag force acting on a magnet moving

horizontally at constant height above the

ground. as a function of speed.

The lift force increases rapidly at first and reaches asymptotically a

constant value at high speeds. This constant value of magnetic lift is

called the image force. The image force depends on the magnet

geometry, the currents in the magnets and the height of levitation.

The drag force goes through a peak at low speeds and decreases

rapidly at high speeds. This behaviour of the drag force necessitates
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a large thrust at low speeds, but is an attractive feature for high

speed transportation.

A simulation of the model was run by supplying the magnet

currents and thrust required to accelerate the train from standstill to

some height above the ground. The horizontal velocity, vertical

height and pitch angle profiles are shown in Fig 3.3 (a,b) and Fig 3.4

(a,b) for different operating conditions. The height profiles in both

cases show small oscillations around the final steady point. The

horizontal speed increases as a ramp function under the application

of the constant thrust.

In fig 3.4, the magnet currents are chosen to be different. Here, the

rotational angle reaches huge unacceptable transient values before

settling down to a reasonable non-zero value.

A controller is required to achieve smooth and pre-defined ride

conditions. In addition, both model parameters and initial conditions

vary in operation and a controller is essential to ascertain acceptable

behaviour under different conditions.
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Fig 3.3 a. Velocity behaviour of the non-linear model
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Fig 3.3 b: Height behaviour of the non-linear model
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Fig 3.4 a: Height behaviour of the non-linear model for differing

magnet currents
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Fig 3.4 b: Pitch angle behaviour of the non-linear model for differing

magnet currents
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THE CONTROL APPROACH

The nonlinear state model can be represented as

X =F(X,U) =

f1(X,U)

f2(X,U)

f3(X,U)

f4(X,U)

f5 (X,U)

f6(X,U).MIME

Fig 3.5(a,b) show the behaviour of f2(X,U) and f4(X,U) as a function of

speed for different values of levitation height. Fig 3.6(a,b) show the

behaviour of the same non-linearities as a function of levitation

height for different values of horizontal speed.

Two definite levels of non-linear operation can be seen - a severe

one at low speeds and low heights and a less severe one at higher
speeds and heights. One implication of the behaviour of f2(X,U) and

f4(X,U) is that control may be considerably harder at start up than

at cruising conditions. The levitation magnets are located 0.15 m

above the guideway even when the train is not levitated. This makes

controller design easier by alleviating some of the non-linear effects

of the model at very low levitation heights.
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Fig 3.5a: Non-linearity f2(X,U) as a function of horizontal speed
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Fig 3.5b: Non-linearity f4(X.U) as a function of horizontal speed
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Fig 3.6a: Non-linearity f2(X.U) as a function of vertical height
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The strategy adopted to design a reliable controller for this system is

to linearize the system around cruising conditions and then use

linear system analysis methods to design an effective controller for

this model. This will ascertain good control only in a region around

the operating point. The region of convergence of the control is then

evaluated and methods to control the startup to reach these

operating conditions have to be based on the results of this

evaluation.

The design of the controller for the linearized model is a multi -

variable problem. Control is established by varying the two levitation

magnet currents to change height and pitch rotation and by varying

the thrust in the horizontal propulsion magnet to change the velocity

of the train.

This design can be carried out in state- space or in the frequency

domain. The frequency domain approach was chosen on account of

its robustness and ease of implementation.



CHAPTER 4

LINEARIZATION OF THE SYSTEM MODEL

The non-linear state model is

X =F(X,U)

where

31

WWI xi

x2

X3 T
X x4

x5
U = II

_12
X6

The states are as defined in fig 2.5. The inputs to the system are

1. Th, the horizontal thrust;

2. II , the current in magnet 1; and

3. 12, the current in magnet 2.
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The linearised model for deviations from the operating point is

Sx = A Sx + B Su

where A and B are the jacobian matrices for the system evaluated at

the operating point ( x0 ,u0).

The operating inputs are determined by solving the non-linear

equation

F( x0 ,u0) = 0.

The operating point was chosen to be (0 ,135, 0.45, 0, 0, 0) and

corresponds to a cruising speed of around 300 m.p.h at a final height

of 45 cm above the guideway. At standstill, the vehicle is on wheels

and the height of the vehicle floor is assumed to be 15 cm from the

guideway.

Appendix A lists in detail the derivation of matrices A and B and the

derivation of the operating inputs.

A is a 6 x 6 matrix and B is a 6 x 3 matrix and they are of the general

form, as shown on the next page.
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,1111=111 MEOW

0 01 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 a22 a23 0 a25 0 b 21
b22 b23

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

A = B =
0 a42 a43 0 a45 0 0 b41 b42

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 a
62

a
63

0 a
65

a
66 - 0 b

61
b

62

The output equation is

Y=C X

where

C

[0
0

1

0
0
1

0
0

0
0

01
0

0 0 0 0 1 0

The characteristic equation of the model is given by solving

DET (sI-A) = 0 or I si Al = 0

and is as shown in Appendix B.

Fig 4.1 shows the eigenvalues for this linear model for different
values of M

P
and 7 , the passenger mass and the distance of the

passenger center of mass from the geometric center respectively.
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M
P

VALUES OF LINEARISED SYSTEM

1 2 3 4 5 6

0 0 0 -0.001 6.68j -6.68j -0.2+5.7j -0.2-5.7j

500

-2 0 0.0002 6.68j -6.68j -0.17+5.8j -( .17-5.8j

0 0 0.0002 6.68j -6.68j -0.2 +6.23j -0.2-6.23j

2 0.0002 6.68j -6.68j -0.17 +5.8j -0.17-5.8j

1000

-2 0 0.0004 6.68j -6.68j -0.16+5.86j -0.16-5.8j

0 0 0.0004 6.68j -6.68j -0.2+6.72j -0.2-6.72j

2 0 0.0004 6.68J -6.68j -0.16+5.89j -0.16-5.8j

2500

-2 0 0.0007 6.68j -6.68j -0.14+5.92j -0.14-5.9j

0 0 0.0007 6.68j -6.68j -0.2+8j -0.2-8j

2 0 0.0007 6.68j -6.68j -0.14+6j -0.14-6j

Fig 4.1: Eigenvalues for varying MD and Y

The system is unstable as pole 2 is real and positive. This unstable

pole gets closer to the left-half plane of the j-co axis as Mp reduces to

zero.

Eigenvalues 5 and 6 are complex and are functions of both Mp and y.

Eigenvalue 6 changes symmetrically as y changes to either side of the

geometric center of the vehicle.
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The open-loop responses are shown in Fig 4.2(a,b,c) for both the

linearized model and the non-linear model. The inputs to the model

are step functions and are given by the vector

U=[1000 N(Thrust),1500 A (Current 1), 1500 A(Current 2)

0.008

0.006

co
0.004

0.002

0.000

1 i

1

I
ATh=1000 N

A i
1

=Ai 2.1500 A
Mvar= 1000 Kg

7=2 m

linear

Non-linear

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

Time (s)

Fig 4.2a : Height responses of the non-linear model and the linearized

model for a step change in input .
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0 2 4 6 8 10 12

Time (s)

Fig 4.2 b : Velocity responses of the non-linear model and the

linearized model for a step change in input ,
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Fig 4.2 c : Pitch Angle responses of the non-linear model and the

linearized model for a step change in input ,
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The responses of the linear model to small input changes around the

operating point match very closely to the responses of the non-linear

model to the same set of inputs, with a maximum error of about 3%.

This validates the linearization process and shows that a controller

designed for the linear model will work equally well for the non-

linear model in the vicinity of the operating point.

The under-damped responses also indicate the need for a controller

to stabilize and shape the dynamic behaviour of the train.

CONTROLLABILITY

The controllability matrix is

C = {A AB A2B A3B A4B A5B

and the observability matrix is

V [CT
ATCT (AT)5c

These matrices were evaluated using the commercial software

'MatLab' and the ranks of these matrices were determined to be 6

and 5 respectively.

The six-dimensional system is therefore controllable but not

observable.
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A controller can, therefore, be devised to take the system from any

one state to another.

It should be noted that x2, x3 and x5 are the measured outputs.

Since x4 and x6 are just derivatives of x3 and x5 respectively, these

states can easily be constructed from output measurements. The
un-observable state is therefore the only remaining one xi . It is

clear from the state equation that no other state is dependent on x1

and therefore, this state could have been excluded from the model

equations. The resulting five-dimensional model is observable.
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CHAPTER 5

A THEORETICAL CONTROL SCHEME FOR THE LINEARIZRD MODEL

The linearized model is a three-input three-output system. Consider

a multi-input multi-output (MIMO) system in general.

u

u

1

n

T(s)

T
11

TIn

T(s) =

T
n1

T.

Let the controller be of the form*

Then

Y

Y

1

n

Y(s) = T(s)U(s)



U(s) = G(s)[ R(s) - H(s)Y(s)]

where G and H are of the form

H(s)

H11 H1
n

Hnl Hnn

0G1

0

40

Gn

Y(s) =T(s)[ G(s)( R(s) - H(s)Y(s))]

Y(s) =(I+ TGH)-1 TG R(s)

The goal is to obtain Y in the form

Ydesired = P R(s) ,

where P is known and is a diagonal matrix of the form

=Mr

0P1



It follows that

P = ( I +TGH)-1 TG

and H = P-1 - (TG)
-1

, provided the inverses exist.
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This implies that it is possible to decouple the system input-output

relationship by choosing the G and H matrices suitably.

The G matrix was considered above to be a diagonal matrix. This

simplifies the matrix equations and is used only to gain insight into

the problem. It is shown later that the G matrix actually used is not

diagonal. This is because it is easier to design the whole controller

based on the single-input, single output ( SISO ) components of the

model. This, in general, gives a separate G and H for each SISO

transfer function. Consequently, G has off-diagonal elements.

Moreover, the controller form used above is only one of many

possible configurations. It is shown later that a little physical insight

into the problem can result in a better choice for the controller form.
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CHAPTER 6

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONTROLLER FOR THE LINEAR MODEL

The input-output relationship of the linear model is given by

= T U

where Y is a 3 x 1 output vector given by

horizontal velocity

Y Y2 vertical height x3

Y3 angle X5_pitch

and U is a 3 x 1 input vector given by

U

ul

U2

U3

horizontal thrust 'Th'

levitaton 'magnetl' current 'II'

levitation 'magnet2' current '12'

T is the transfer function matrix and its development is shown in

Appendix B.
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T11 T12 T13

T = T21 T22 T23

AIN
T31 T32 T33

The transfer function matrix was evaluated for the operating point

Xo = [ 0 135 0.45 0 0 0] T and

U0 = [ 1031.7407 156192.71 209554.51] T.

T11

T22

T23

T32

[0.2857 s4 + 12.9 s3 + 14.2 s2 + 445.1 s] * 103

[140.85 s4 + 47.056 s3 + 4782.8 s2 1.809 s] * le
A

[188.97 s4 + 63.132s3 + 6669.6s2 2.5s] * 10-6

A

[-74.46s4 + 0.0214s3 3331.5 s2 + 1.2528s] * 106
A
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T33

T12

T13

T21

[55.502 s4 0.015 S3 +2483.2 S2 -0.933 S] * 106

*1e-6

*1e-6

A

( - 3.0677s4 -1.0260s3 -106.8084s2 -118.0397s)-
A

( -4.1158 s4 -1.3766s3 -143.2985s2 +87.9816s)-
A

(0.0012s3 +0.00039s2 +0.0407s) *1e-3

T

-

(-0.048836s3 +1.6335s) *1e-18
31

-
A

where

A = s6 +0.0361s5 +120.80s4 +1.886s3 +3578.76s2 -39.651s

It should be noted that T32 has a negative highest-order term in its

numerator. This is explained by the fact that the current in magnetl

tends to rotate the vehicle through a negative angle. The controller to

stabilize this, therefore, should have a negative gain.

These transfer functions were considered separately as SISO models.

These models are unstable and a controller was designed in each case

using standard Root Locus techniques. The same controller form was

used for all the SISO models and is shown in fig 6.1. Fig 6.2 lists the G

and H parameters for each of the transfer functions to obtain an

acceptable response. The transfer functions T12, T13, T21 and T31

were not considered in deriving the controller for the overall system.

This is because all the coefficients of these transfer functions are
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small in magnitude. The effect of these transfer functions on the

overall performance of the system is minimal.

Input T.. s
I i

Fig 6.1: Controller form used to stabilize each SISO component

TRANSFER FUNCTION

Tu

CONTROLLER FORM

FEED-FORWARD G u FEED BACK H u

3
T *10
11

10(s + 0.1)/s 1 0(s+1 )/(0.01s+1 )

6

T
22

'10 0.6(0.5s+1 )/s (0.4s+1)/(0.1s+1 )

T "10 6

23
1 .2(0.8s+1 )/s (0.5s+1)/(0.1s+1 )

6
T3210 -2(0.1 s+1 )/s (s+1)/(0.01s+1)

6

T 10 (0.5s+1 )/s (0.5s+1)/(0.05s+1)

Fig 6.2: Controller forms for the SISO components of the linear

system

Output
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The transfer functions in Fig 6.2 have been multiplied by appropriate

factors to obtain controller parameters that are numerically

aesthetic. This has been taken into account in the simulation by

multiplying bi2 and bi3 by 106 and by multiplying bi 1 by 103 for

the linear system model. i varies from 1 to 3. The bij are the

elements of the B matrix.

The closed loop step responses are shown in Fig 6.3(a,b,c,d,e) for the

five transfer functions.

0.12

0.10

Cvi

E
0.08

.... 0.06
U
0
Z>

0.04

0.02

0.00 I ` I I .' .1. I
0 2 4 6 8 10 12

Time (s)

Fig 6.3a: Closed loop behaviour of SISO transfer function from thrust

to velocity
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Fig 6.3b: Closed loop behaviour of SISO transfer function from

magnet! current to height
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Fig 6.3c: Closed loop behaviour of SISO transfer function from

magnet2 current to height
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Fig 6.3d: Closed loop behaviour of SISO transfer function from

magneti current to pitch angle
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Fig 6.3e: Closed loop behaviour of SISO transfer function from

magnet2 current to pitch angle
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The responses are fast, with little overshoot and stable. There is zero

steady state error except with Ti 1 where the final value can be

shown to be always 0.1 times the reference input.

A controller was then implemented for the overall linear Multiple-

Input, Multiple Output ( MIMO) system model using the G and H

parameters obtained above. The controller is shown in Fig 6.4 for the

entire linear model and its responses are plotted in Fig 6.5(a,b,c). A

step size of 0.0001 was chosen as the integration period in the digital

simulation of the system for accurate results.

Y

Y

Y

1

2

3

Fig 6.4: Controller form used for the entire MIMO model
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Fig 6.5a: Closed loop velocity response of MIMO model to a step input
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Fig 6.5b: Closed loop height response of MIMO model to a step input
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Time (8)

Fig 6.5c: Closed loop pitch angle response of MIMO model to a step

input

The responses are stable, with fast rise times and no overshoot.

There is no steady state error.

A NOTE ON SIMULATION

The single-input, single-output designs were carried out using a

simulation package Mac SISO. This user friendly package includes

Root locus, Nyquist and Bode plot design features [8].

The digital simulation for the Multiple-Input, Multiple Output(

MIMO) system model has been implemented on a Macintosh 2

computer in Pascal. Simulation times are very high. This can be

chiefly attributed to two reasons:
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1. A large amount of time is taken up in the integration of the non-

linear model equations ;

2. There has been no effort spent on making the simulation program

time-efficient.

The simulation time, however, doesnot have any bearing on the

practicality of implementation of the controller. This can be readily

done using, for instance, a fast DSP controller.

All integrations were initially carried out by the Runge-Kutta 4

variable step size method. It was later found that a fixed step of

0.0001 s was enough to maintain numerical stability and sufficient

accuracy.

All the controllers designed are in extended phase canonical form.

This is necessary for implementation in a real analog environment.

Moreover, the number of zeros should be less than or equal to the

number of poles in order to preserve numerical stability in the

digital implementation of the controller.

Matlab was used for eigenvalue, rank and other matrix and control-

related calculations [10].

A flow diagram of the simulation program is shown in fig 6.6.
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Find Outputs
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Integration over

Fig 6.6: Flow chart for the simulation program
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CHAPTER 7

A CONTROL i FR FOR THE NON-LINEAR MODEL

CRUISE CONTROL

The controller designed for the linear model was tested on the

non-linear system model. The control should work in a region around

the operating point. Fig 7.1(a,b,c) shows the system response to a

command to just maintain cruise conditions. The vehicle is assumed

to be already at the operating point given by

XoT [0 135 0.45 0 0 0 ]r

The inputs to the system are given by

U = Uo + SU

where U0 is the input required to keep the system in the equilibrium

state, and 8U is the controller determined input for controlling

deviations from the operating point.

This actually is only a test for the software implementation of the

controller because in the absence of a disturbance, the system will

remain in its equilibrium state.
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Fig 7.1 a: No-input velocity behaviour of the controlled system
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Fig 7.1 c: No-input pitch angle behaviour of the controlled system
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It can be seen that the system remains stable at the operating state.

GUIDANCE CONTROL

Fig 7.2(a,b,c) shows the velocity, height and pitch responses of the

vehicle to a command designed to move the vehicle from start-up to

its cruising level. The inputs to the system are just the controller

outputs represented by 8U . These inputs should reach the operating

levels U0 as the vehicle reaches steady state. The controller designed

for the linearized model (outlined in ch.6) was used at first on the

non-linear model. It was observed that the vehicle dynamics rose to
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high and unacceptable initial values before settling down. This is

attributed to the fact that at start-up, the levitation height is very

small and consequently, small currents in the magnets can give rise

to a large lift force. It was therefore decided to decrease the gains on

the input currents by a factor of 10. This is directly reflected in a

change of the appropriate gains in fig 6.2 by the same factor.

rt
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200

150 -

100 -

Ko":1

--+- 1(0=10

50 -

5 10 15 20 25 30

Time (s)

Fig 7.2 a: Horizontal speed response of the vehicle to a ramp

command of velocity to take it from standstill to

equilibrium state.
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The reference for the horizontal velocity is a ramp function with

slope 16.8 m/s2 The actual response follows this trajectory very

closely. The maximum acceleration allowed is restricted by the thrust

delivering capacity of the drive.

E

C)

0.1 . 1 .

0 5 10 15 20 25

Time (s)

Fig 7.2 b: Vertical height response of the vehicle to a step

command of height to take it from standstill to

equilibrium state.

30

The vertical height trajectory is smooth and has no overshoot. The

steady state error is 1.5 %.
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Fig 7.2 c: Pitch angle response of the vehicle to a

command of zero angle

Examination of the pitch rotation( the curve with K9 =1) shows an

initial peak of over 0.03 radians( 2 ). Though this is still within the

design specifications for safety considerations, the response is highly

oscillatory and of poor ride quality.

The horizontal and vertical motions are satisfactory but the angular

response is highly underdamped. This posed a significant problem.

To regulate pitch motion in a better fashion, the forward gains of the
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part of the controller which chiefly affects the pitch motion of the

vehicle, were increased by a factor of 10. This changes the gains in

the appropriate transfer functions of fig 6.2 by the same factor. This
change is represented by Ke . Ke =1 and Ke=10 are the multiplying

factors on the gains before and after the change respectively.

The result of this change is astonishing. The velocity and height

responses are the same as before. The pitch rotation goes through a

peak of 0.006 radians( 0.360) and returns smoothly to zero.

The inputs required to move the vehicle from stand-still to its

equilibrium state are shown in Fig 7.2(d,e,f). The levitation magnets

carry equilibrium currents in the order of 10000 amperes. This can

be acheived with super-conducting magnets [3]. There is an increase

in Magnet! current and a slight decrease in Magnet2 current as Ke is

increased from 1 to 10. Though the total input current demanded

increases slightly, the pitch angle behaviour has been vastly

improved by the re-distribution of currents in the two magnets.

The horizontal thrust required to start the vehicle is about 60 times

that required to keep it in its equilibrium state. The thrust

demanded is in the form of an ideal step because the dynamics of the

thrust producing mechanism has been neglected in this study.
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Fig 7.2f: Horizontal thrust profile during guidance

There are two things here in the results that are noteworthy.

1. It is seen that the vehicle does not levitate until 2 seconds. This is

not unexpected because the vehicle cannot begin to rise until it

reaches a specific minimum speed and consequently developing a

sufficiently high levitation force. Therefore, it has to be supported

on wheels at standstill and at low speeds, as pointed out before.

2. At start-up, when the train is still in contact with the guideway,

there is a tendency for the train to rotate about the pitch axis. The
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reaction of the ground on the backwheels will however prevent any

rotation about this axis. However, this rotational torque may lift the

front end of the train above the ground, and consequently lifting the

front wheels above the ground through a very small height. By the

time this angle returns smoothly to zero, the train is levitated. This

motion during start-up can be avoided, if necessary, by providing

passive damping, with a shock absorber for instance.

ROBUSTNESS STt,JDY

a. Small Deviations from Steady State

The controller was tested for its operation around the operating

point. Fig 7.3 (a,b) and fig 7.3(d) show the vehicle responses to a step

command of a 5 cm change in the levitation height and a ramp

command of a 35 m/s change in the horizontal velocity. The

operating point is taken to be a levitation height of 0.45 m and

horizontal velocity of 135 m/s2. The initial pitch angle is zero.

The input requirements for this change are shown in fig 7.3(c). The

levitation magnets require a change in current levels of about 16000

A ( One-tenth of the operating current). This opens the door to the

possibility of using separate magnets( not necessarily super-

conducting) for controlling small changes around the operating point.

The change in thrust required is about 50000 N.
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Fig 7.3 c: Input requirements of the vehicle for small commands

about the operating point
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Fig 7.3d: Pitch regulation about the operating point

It can be seen that the vehicle quickly steadies down to cruising

conditions with zero steady state error.
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b. Irregular Guideway Effect on the Operating Point

The guideway was assumed to be smooth and horizontal in all

previous simulations. This is rarely true in practice.

In this study, the guideway is assumed to have a sinusoidal

structure. The train is initially in its equilibrium state. The frequency

and amplitude of the guideway irregularity were chosen to provide a
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vertical acceleration of 2g if the vehicle were to follow the 'ups' and

'downs' faithfully without any control. An acceleration of this

magnitude will be felt severely by the passengers in the train.

In the simulation, the magnetic lift and drag forces ( that are

functions of height) are now sinusoidal functions. The height sensor

should sense deviations from the operating height rather than the

total levitation height from the guideway( which now will be

sinusoidal for horizontal flight conditions). In simulation, this is

achieved by issuing a sinusoidal reference command, while still

measuring height from the guideway.

The motion of the vehicle over this irregular guideway is shown in

Fig 7.4(a,b,c,d).
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Fig 7.4a: Velocity profile of the vehicle moving over a sinusoidal

guideway
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It is assumed that in practice, the horizontal thrust can be controlled

to take care of the varying air-gap due to the irregularity. The pitch

angle shows small oscillations but the rotational velocity and

acceleration are too small to be of any significance.

The vertical height behaviour is extremely good and shows a very

small steady state error. The maximum vertical acceleration is much

less than 0.1g, which qualifies for a ride of very high quality[11] and

is acceptable for standing passengers too. It should be noted that the

irregularity is of magnitude about 20% of the suspension height,

which is a reasonably high value.
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Time (s)

Fig 7.4d: Vertical velocity profile of the vehicle moving over a

sinusoidal guideway
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c. Power Failure in the Magnet Circuit at Steady State

The effectiveness of the controller was studied in the event of one of

the magnet currents reducing to zero because of electrical failure. It

is assumed that a backup magnet system starts up as soon as the

fault is detected (If this is not practical, this study also applies to the

case of a power failure where power is restored to the magnet after a

fault of short duration). It is also assumed that the magnet current

reduces to zero in no time and triggers the fault detector. In reality,

the backup system will start off as soon as the current level goes

below a certain pre-determined limit which is not zero. There is thus

a current of a relatively high magnitude flowing in the magnets all

the time. The assumptions made above therefore represent a case

worse than actuality.

Fig 7.5(a) shows the height recovery of the vehicle after the backup

magnet comes into operation because of the failure of the regular

magnet. Fig 7.5(b,c) show the currents in the magnets in operation

after the fault. Fig 7.5(d) shows the angular behaviour of the vehicle.

An examination of the graphs shows that the vehicle is able to

recover from a one-magnet fault satisfactorily with the aid of a

backup magnet. The vertical motion of the train does not pose any

danger to the safety of the train or its passengers. The vertical

acceleration is still within ride quality specifications. The pitch angle

reduces smoothly to zero from an initial peak angle of 0.005 radians.
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In fig 7.5(d), it should be noted that when the pitch rotation reaches

its maximum value, the train is levitated at 0.41 m. At this height,

one end of the train will hit the ground only if the angle of rotation is

0.102 rad. It is clear that there is absolutely no danger of this

happening in the present case.

d. Effect of y on Cruising conditions

The passengers can move inside the train once it attains steady flight

conditions. This will change the center of action of the passenger

mass y . Fig 7.6 shows the pitch angle response of the vehicle to a

step change in y at time t=1 s .
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It can be seen that a y change causes an initial change in the pitch

angle. This angle quickly dies down to zero. The peak value of the

angle is less than 0.001 radians or 0.06 0. It should be noted that the

change in y here is unrealistically high.

e.Effect of Passenger Mass and Relative Seating of the Passengers on

Guidance Control

The vehicle is designed -to carry a maximum passenger load of 2500

kg. The center of passenger mass can vary 2 m on either side of the

geometric center of the vehicle.

Fig 7.7(a,b,c) depict the motion of the train as it moves from

standstill and reaches its equilibrium state. The velocity, height and

pitch angle behaviour is shown for two extreme cases:

1. Mp=0 and y =0 ; and

2. Mp=2500 and y = 2 m.

The velocity and height responses are smooth and fast with no

overshoot. The pitch angle reaches a peak of 0.01 rad. or 0.6 0 in

casel and 0.019 rad. or 1.088 0 in case2. In either case, the rotation

is within the limits prescribed for the safety of the vehicle. The pitch

angle smoothly reduces to zero, ensuring a good ride.
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Fig 7.7c: Angular rotation of the train during guidance for two

extreme cases

As was noted earlier, care should be taken to see that the rotation

about the pitch axis does not cause the train to hit the ground at any

point in its ascent. Fig 7.7d is a plot of the vertical displacement of

the end of the train (closer to the guideway) from a horizontal line

through its center of mass, expressed as a ratio (%) to the vertical

position of the center of mass itself. The train will touch the ground if

this ratio becomes equal to or greater than 1 (or 100%) at any time in

its motion.
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Fig 7.7d: Vertical distance of the tip of the train from its center of

mass expressed as a percentage

It can be observed from the graph that there is no danger of any

part of the train hitting the ground during its guidance.

Fig 7.7e shows typical profiles of the vertical velocity of the train.

The curves show initial oscillations that damp out quickly to zero.

The vertical acceleration is always under 0.05g, as compared to 0.1g

that is normally taken to be a measure for rides of very good quality,

as was noted before.
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A NOTE ON THE HORIZONTAL THRUST REQUIREMENT OF THE DRIVE

The peak horizontal thrust required to start the vehicle is about

60000 N, which is about 60 times that required to keep it in its

equilibrium state. This large value of thrust is due to the high

acceleration demanded by the user. A simulation was run to

demonstrate that lower thrusts can be achieved by changing the

velocity profile which is given as an input command. The velocity

command was changed so that the vehicle reaches a maximum
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horizontal speed of 135 m/s from standstill in 16 s ( as opposed to 8

s in the earlier study ). The results are shown in Fig 7.8(a,b,c).

The peak value of the thrust required is only around 35000 N. It

should be recognized that further reduction can be achieved in the

values of thrust demanded from the drive, but this study was made

only to validate the author's claim to this fact.
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Fig 7.8 a: Horizontal velocity response of the vehicle to a ramp
command during guidance from standstill to cruising
state
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Fig 7.8 c: Thrust input profile of the vehicle during guidance
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A NOTE ON BRAKING THE VEHICLE TO A STOP

It is interesting to see if the vehicle can be guided to a stop from its

cruising level. A simulation was run where the controller was

commanded to bring the vehicle to a stop in 8 s from its cruising

height of 0.45 m. The pitch rotation was commanded to be zero

during this process.

Fig 7.9(a,b,c,d) show the results of this investigation. The vehicle

behaviour meets all the specifications. The vertical acceleration

shows initial oscillations before settling down to zero, but has a peak

value of only about 0.04g.
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Fig 7.9 a: Horizontal velocity response of the vehicle to a ramp
command to guide it from cruising state to a stop
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Fig 7.9 b: Vertical height response of the vehicle to a step
command to guide it from cruising level to ground level
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Fig 7.9 d: Vertical acceleration profile of the vehicle during braking
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CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSION

A Model has been proposed for a MagLev system with two magnets

provided for levitation- one at the front end of the vehicle and the

second at the rear end. The horizontal thrust is provided by a

mechanism whose dynamics are not considered here.

A controller was designed to generate appropriate commands for the

horizontal, vertical and pitch-axis motions of the vehicle to acheive

desired response characteristics.

It has been shown conclusively that the vehicle can be successfully

maneuvered by actively controlling the currents in the levitation

magnets and by controlling the thrust, which in practice, can be done

using either the same set of magnets that is used for levitation or a

different set of magnets for the sole purpose of propulsion.

RESULTS

A. Guidance and Control

1. The controller was able to move the vehicle from stand-still to

an operating height of 0.45 m with a rise time of 10-12 s.

2. The horizontal velocity followed an user-defined ramp
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function to reach a velocity of 300 mph in about 8 s.

3. The rotation of the vehicle about its pitch axis was zero in steady

state. The transient rotation never exceeded 10.

4. The vehicle responded to commands about its equilibrium

state without exceeding any of the ride specifications outlined in

chapter 1.

B. Ride Quality

1. The vertical acceleration of the vehicle was never above 0.05g

in any of the operating conditions that were considered in this

study.

2. The horizontal acceleration can be largely chosen by the user and

the vehicle was shown to work with an acceleration of 16.8

m/s2.

3. The angular velocity never exceeded 0.02 rad/s or 1.14 °/s in

any of the cases that were studied.

C. Robustness

1. The controller guided the vehicle satisfactorily from start-up to
its final state under two extreme conditions of M and y.
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2. The controller restored normal operation with a back-up magnet

when one of the magnets failed.

3. A sudden shift in passenger mass causes a transient pitch

rotation. The controller was able to bring this down to zero

within 3 s.

4. The vehicle behaved well despite the presence of a sinusoidal

irregularity in guideway construction.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDIES

A model with four magnets placed at the corners of the vehicle floor

provides a system capable of controlling more degrees of freedom

than the present model.

The horizontal thrust has to be produced by probably a Linear

Induction Machine (LIM) or a Linear Synchronous Machine(LSM).

The dynamics of the linear machine should be included in the model.

Transverse magnetic forces should be included in the model.

The input requirements of the vehicle have to be studied in detail. A

controller needs to be designed to minimize one or more of these

inputs.
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The effect of wind gusts and other environmental factors on the

vehicle motion should be studied.

The one-car model needs to be extended to include a whole vehicular

system consisting of a chain of cars.
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APPENDIX A

DERIVATION OF MATRIX A AND B FOR THE LINEARIZED MODEL
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APPENDIX B

DERIVATION OF THE TRANSFER FUNCTION MATRIX

The matrix A is

A

F0 1000 0-1
0 a22 a23 0 a25 0

1

0 0 0 1 0 0
0 a42 a43 0 a45 0

0 0 0 0 0 1
0 a62 a63 0 a65 a66

where the elements aid are defined in appendix A.

The determinant of A is given by

A =.I sI - A I
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=s6 (a22 + a66) s5 + (a22a66 - a65a43) s4 (a22a65

a22a43 + a43a66 - a23a42 a25a62) s3 + (a43a65

a22a43a66 - a45a63 +a23a42a66) s2

+ (a22a45a63 a22a43a65 + a23a42a65 -

a23a45a62 - a25a42a63 + a25a43a62) s

(sI -A)1 ADJOINT (sI -A)

The transfer function matrix is T and is given by

I
T11 T12 T13

T =I T21 T22 T23
I =C( B

LT311.32 T33

where



1 010000
C 0010001 and B

I_ 0 0 0 0 1 0 j

F 000]
b21b22b2

3

0 0 0
b 41b42b43

0 0 0
Lb

61
b62b63

106

If we denote the elements of the cofactor matrix of (sI -A)T as cof[i,j],

b21 cof[2,2] + b41 cof[2,4] +b61 cof[2,6]T z..a

11 A

b22 cof[2,2] + b42 cof[2,4] +b62cof[2,6]
T12

A

T13
b23 cof[2,2] + b43 cof[2,4] +b63cof[2,6]

0
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cof[3,2] - b
41 cof[3,4] -b 61cof[3,6]T L.

21 A

T -b22 cof[3,2] - b42 cof[3,4] -b62 cof[3,6]
22 A

-b23 cof[3,2] b43 cof[3,4] -b63cof[3,6]
T23 =

A

-b21 cof[5,2] - b41 cof[5,4] -b 61cof[5 '6]
T31 =

A

T -b22 cof[5,2] - b42 cof[5,4] -b62cof[5,6]
32 A

-b23 cof[5,2] -1)43 cof[5,4] -b63cof[5,6]
T33

A

The elements of the cofactor matrix are given by

cof[2,2] =s4 - (a66 +a43)s3 +043a66-a602 +(a43a65-a63a45)s
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cof[2,4] =s(a23s2 -a23a66s -a65a23 +a25a63)

cof[2,6] =a25s3 +(a23a45 -a25a43)s

cof[3,2] =-a42s3 +a42a66s2 +(a42a65- a62a45)s

cof[3,4] =-s4 +(a22 +a66)s3 +(a65 -a22a66)s2 -1-(a25a62 -a22a65)s

cof[3,6] =-a45s2 +(a22a45- a42a25)s

cof[5,2] =s(-a62s2 -a42a63 +a62a43)

cof[5,4] =-a63s2 +(a22a63-a23a62)s

cof[5,6] =-s4 +a22s3 1-a43s2 +(a23a42-a22a43)s

DERIVATION OF THE OPERATING INPUTS

In the operating state, we have

x =[ x2. 0 0 0 0 0] .

Substituting this in the non-linear state equation, we get,
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Tho (D10 +D20) Dao =0

Lao +( L10 +L20) (M+Ml)g =0

L20 (d -cm) - Li o(d+cm) -Mpg(y -cm) +Mg(cm) -Lao(e +cm) -q me x60 - qCme x50 =0

There are three equations in three unknowns U10, U20 and U30

where

Th
o

=U1
o

2
Dlo =k 1U2o

2
D20 =1C2U30

T2

Llo =1"3 '20
2

L2: =k4 U3
o

and k1, k2 and k3 are constants which are dependent on the model

parameters and the operating state X0 ( as defined in Ch 3).

The solution to the set of equations is

1
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